Digitisation and the SAVIX

History of the SAVIX

How it started and where we are now

• In 2006 VSL Associates developed an Excel-based SG MIS
• Based on this MIS, the Gates Foundation funded us to create a

•
•

website to display the results of large grants to CARE, Oxfam and
CRS, covering 41 projects in 5 countries. This expanded to cover
half a million members, in less than a year, but then plateaued
In 2014 we moved the MIS to a SoftwareGroup proprietary webserver platform to allow for real-time and more comprehensive
reporting and to cope with anticipated traffic
The SAVIX MIS was widely accepted and now covers:

•
•

1,400 institutions implementing more than 4,500 projects
13.5 million members in more than 610,000 groups in 77 countries

• In 2017, the SAVIX became a commercial service and is fully self•

sustaining, based on user fees
The original SAVIX website is now consolidated as a simple
worldwide dashboard, customisable to individual institutions
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Key characteristics and purpose

• The SAVIX MIS has two purposes:
•

•

•

To provide management reports
that summarise and compare
overall project performance
• To provide operational staff with
comparisons of trainer
performance and group
performance
Because the SAVIX MIS is a
performance management tool, it
collects aggregated SG balancesheet data (Assets, Liabilities,
equity)from each SG. unlike recordkeeping apps, it does not record
individual transactions
SG data can be collected with paper
forms, or, offline, on an Android app

Contribution of the SAVIX MIS
Reporting categories by project

• Project management reports

• Operational reports

Contribution of the SAVIX MIS
Project performance - comparison

• Using selectable metrics, it enables programmes to compare

themselves to each other, either within the same MIS or in
different MIS instances (which can also be in different countries)

Contribution of the SAVIX MIS
Project performance compared to norms

• It enables

•

projects to be
compared to
norms for the
world,
continents, subregions within
continents and
countries
These norms are
derived from the
SAVIX database
of more than
610,000 groups

Group quality and digitisation
Why digitisation of group financial records?

• Manual records are prone to errors and we estimate that as

•

•

•

many as 18% of early entries into the SAVIX MIS were faulty,
through mistakes by the Record-keeper (or by transcription and
data entry errors on the part of project staff).
Thus, the most important need of groups is to keep accurate
records that do not require solid arithmetic skills. This is
fundamental to maintaining confidence and ensuring
transparency and fairness.
Digitisation, in principle, resolves these problems, by reducing
arithmetic errors by the Record-keeper and entirely eliminating
transcription errors. These are the most compelling reasons for
digitisation. Of the two the former is the most important.
Digitisation as a means of facilitating ‘financial inclusion’ is of
lesser importance, but can be useful in providing financial
histories of individual members and groups seeking access to
other services.

The SAVIX and digitisation
How we see the relationship

• A key benefit of digitisation for implementing and research

•

•

agencies and the SAVIX is that it has the potential to deliver
data on long-term group performance and survival.
Digitisation of SG records will strengthen data quality, sectorwide. This will be not only at the group level, but also at the
level of the SAVIX, while the SAVIX will build a deeper.
understanding at the project, programme and donor levels of
current national and international performance standards.
While the SAVIX provides sector-wide aggregation and
comparison services, thisis unlikely to be achieved by data
extracts, institution by institution, that cannot readily be
aggregated and compared across the sector.

